Bryn Mawr School

For Workers Open

Baltimore Girl Presents Bouquet To Miss Thomas At Beginning Of Second Session.

Philadelphia, June 14 (Special).—"The Bryn Mawr Summer School for women workers is beginning something that may bring world-wide industrial justice and a greater solidarity among working women than men, who have a little lost their breadth of vision in seeking power through money in the industrial struggle," said Dr. M. Carey Thomas, retiring president of Bryn Mawr College, addressing the 100 working girls who began their summer course there today.

"Let us go ahead and act as we think, while we listen to those who know more than we do," Miss Thomas urged. She exhorted the chosen working girls, picked from all sections of the country, to follow as leaders Washington, Lincoln, Susan B. Anthony and Woodrow Wilson.

This is the second year the college has opened its doors for the summer to women whose ideals have had the handicap of hard work and no leisure for educated thought.

Miss Sadie Dresner, a Baltimore garment worker, who was also a pupil at last year's school, gave Doctor Thomas a bouquet and expressed the girls' appreciation.